Proposed December 9, 2018 Service Changes

The Memphis Area Transit Authority (MATA) gives notice that the following service changes are proposed to take effect Sunday, December 9, 2018 pending board approval at its meeting on Thursday, October 25, 2018.

**SCHEDULE AND ROUTING ADJUSTMENTS**


4 Walker – Weekdays: adjust frequency to every 45 minutes at Hudson Transit Center on Alcy and Castalia trips to improve efficiency. Saturdays and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.

6 Northaven – Weekdays: adjust frequency to every 45 minutes for current span of service to improve efficiency.

7 Air Park – Weekdays and Saturdays: minor timing adjustments.

9 Highland – Weekdays and Saturdays: all trips will run the full length of the with adjusted frequency of every 120 minutes.

11 Frayser Raleigh – Weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.

12 Florida – Routing change: service to Indian Hills Loop will occur on inbound instead of outbound trips. Weekdays: adjust frequency to every 60 minutes for all trips to improve efficiency.

13 Lauderdale – Saturdays: adjust frequency to every 90 minutes for all trips to improve efficiency.

17 McLemore – Saturdays: extend all trips to American Way Transit Center with adjusted frequency of every 120 minutes.

19 Vollintine – Weekdays: adjust frequency to every 60 minutes to improve efficiency. Saturdays: adjust frequency to every 120 minutes to improve efficiency.

26 Hickory Hill – Weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.


28L Airways Transit Center Limited Stop – Routing change: eastbound on Shelby, right on Tchulahoma> Holmes> Getwell> IRS, and return inbound along the same routing. Weekdays: minor timing adjustments. Route number will be changed from “28L” to “280” to reduce confusion and will serve all stops on the route at regular fare.
31 Firestone – Routing change: southbound on Watkins, right on Jackson, right on Bellevue, and left on Vollintine to continue current routing. Weekdays: adjust frequency to every 35 minutes for all trips for current span of service.

34 Walnut Grove – Weekdays and Saturdays: minor timing adjustments.

34L Walnut Grove Limited Stop – Route number will be changed from “34L” to “340” to reduce confusion and will serve all stops on the route at regular fare.

39 S. Third – Weekdays: adjust frequency to every 40 minutes at Hudson Transit Center for all trips leaving before 6 p.m. to improve efficiency. Saturday and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.

40L Wolfchase Limited Stop – Route number will be changed from “40L” to “400” to reduce confusion and will serve all stops on the route at regular fare.

42 Crosstown – Weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.

47 Shelby Farms Park – Eliminate route.

50 Poplar - Routing change: eastbound on Poplar> Highland> Central> Goodlett> Poplar, continue to end of route and return westbound on Poplar and then same routing. Weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.

52 Jackson – Weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays: minor timing adjustments.

57 Park – Weekdays: minor timing adjustments.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Visit the MATA website at: http://www.matatransit.com/mapsandschedules/route-schedules
or call the MATA Call Center at: 901-274-MATA (6282)

MATA specialists are available to assist customers with schedules and routing information every Monday - Friday 6 a.m. – 6 p.m. and Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Holiday hours may vary.